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Preface and Acknowledgements

Indian democracy has been acclaimed for ensuring a peaceful
change of governments (both at the centre and in most states of the
Union) for six-and-a-half decades even though Indian society lacks the
attributes deemed essential for a stable democracy and many doubts had
been expressed regarding its viability at the time of its birth. Violent
insurgency does tarnish our record in some pockets yet, the general
involvement of the left and the right of the political spectrum in this
process and impressive participation of dalits and religious minorities
appear to be heartening features of the biggest democratic exercise of
the world.

While Indian elections have ensured peaceful changes in
governments and also brought millions, including dalits and women,
into local governance through mandatory reservations in elected bodies,
the actual impact of this “deepening democracy” on traditional
hierarchies and empowerment of marginalized segments is still unclear.
Even more hazy, in current research on India, is the nature of attitudes
that ordinary citizens specially, the ex-untouchables or dalits residing in
villages and slums have towards the state and its institutions and policies
and the achievements of our democracy and its alternatives. Although a
number of celebrated works have been written on Indian villages and
slums separately and numerous scholars have been collecting data on
class, caste and gender hierarchies as also political opinions of the
masses yet, comparative and long-term studies of communities using a
multi-method approach to gauge the nature and limits of social and
political changes among dalits residing in ‘Bharat’ (that lives with
minimal infrastructure in villages and slums) have been rare.

The present work aims at addressing this gap by revisiting
Aradhaknagar (a slum of about 1700 residents in east Delhi) and Dhantala
(a village of about 2700 inhabitants in the Meerut district of western Uttar
Pradesh) after a gap of two decades. Both these communities have a
substantial segment of dalits which had been studied by me in detail in
1988-89, for my M.Phil. course work. Apart from comparing the
changing economic environment and relations between castes and other
social groupings in Dhantala and Aradhaknagar, the work also analyses
the political practices and perceptions of dalit residents and offers 15 life



sketches from across class, professions and gender divides within these
groups to offer close-ups on their daily experiences and perceptions across
three generations.

Numerous debts have been incurred by me while developing this
work. I am particularly thankful to Professor Surinder Singh Jodhka and
to the Indian Council of Social Science Research for approving a
publication grant for this work. The extremely thoughtful comments and
suggestions made by the learned referee helped me in further improving
the manuscript and filling critical gaps like the one on caste in Jajmani
relations in Dhantala and Aradhaknagar.

It would make a very long list if I were to include the names of all
the teachers, guides and colleagues who came forward to help me in this
interdisciplinary and long drawn project. But the ones to whom I am
particularly indebted for inspiration and/or support are Prof. Andre
Beteille, Prof. Sumit Sarkar, Prof. M.P. Singh, Prof. Sanjay Srivastava,
Prof. Alakh N. Sharma and Prof. Susan Vishwanathan. Among my
subjects and hosts in Dhantala, I would like to specially thank Shri
Devraj Singh, Khem Singh, Prahlad Singh and Gautam Rishi and, from
Aradhaknagar, Shri Rajendra Kumar, Inderjeet Dharmender, Naveen,
Deepak and Malkhan Singh.

I would also like to acknowledge the help received from a number
of field assistants in this long study including that of Mr. Rakesh Bihari,
Vikas Kumar, Vijay Prasad, Karuna Rajeev, Keerthi S., Renu Srivastava,
Madhvi, Shilpi and Pavan Rana. Unfortunately, we lost Rakesh and
Vijay Prasad—extraordinarily hard working members of the team – due
to liver failure and a road accident, in 2009 and 2015 respectively. I
dedicate this report to their memory too.

My association with Aradhaknagar and Dhantala began in 1988-89.
But a research grant from the University Grants Commission in 2005
and a two year fellowship awarded by the Indian Council of Social
Science Research in 2008 helped immensely in doing more sustained
work in recent years. I would like to thank both these bodies whose
support has been vital for thousands of faculty pursuing research along
with teaching throughout the country. Zakir Husain Delhi College
(under its extremely supportive heads—Shri Salman Hashmi and
Dr. Mohd. Aslam Parvaiz) provided a stimulating ambience for teaching,
thinking and conversing. Without such a work environment, it would
have been difficult for me to venture into this long interdisciplinary
journey.



Above all, I am grateful to the residents of Aradhaknagar and
Dhantala for their patient responses to my intrusive queries over many
years. I would like to specially thank here a number of my educated
subjects who read and commented on a short Hindi version of this work
in 2010 and helped in enriching the manuscript further.

The patience and love of family members and friends are the most
critical props of research and writing. Although my extended ‘unjoined’
family is large, I would like to particularly thank Sura, Manas and
Tanmay for the inspiration and meaning they have given to my life and
work. My debts to them are difficult to put in words.

Devesh Vijay
October 2015
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Introduction

The position of ‘dalits’ in Indian society and politics has changed
noticeably since the founding of the Indian Republic.1 While poverty as
well as exclusion continue to afflict the lives of millions among the
traditionally oppressed scheduled castes who still reside in slums and
villages overwhelmingly, constitutional provisions for adult franchise,
land reforms, freedoms of political association, occupation and mobility
as also affirmative action for inclusive education, employment and
representation and, above all, the sustained efforts of numerous dalit
leaders and activists themselves have brought about some changes in the
social and political circumstances of the traditional ‘outcastes’ too. A
number of scholars from within and outside the country have noted and
commented upon these stirrings in recent years.2

However, the stranglehold of caste and feudal prejudices which
characterized Indian society for ages cannot be dissolved easily. While
numerous dalits are struggling to find a position of dignity in society
through education, modern professions, business enterprise as well as
public sector employment and political mobilisation, the lives of the
overwhelming majority of the erstwhile ‘untouchables’ and even
sections of ‘shudras’ or lower middle castes (also described as ‘other
backward classes’) are still mired in extreme poverty, daily humiliations
and exclusions from the mainstream of economic and social currents
transforming cosmopolitan India rapidly now.

The reluctance of many scholars to reflect on these realities before
proposing arguments regarding ‘the silent revolution’, ‘dalit assertion’,
or ‘deepening democracy’ etc may be ascribed partly to their focus on
exceptional dalit lives or peak points of dalit assertions and partly to a
dearth of research on ordinary dalit lives reconstructed across
generations through oral history and life history tools with long term
field work in villages and slums.3

The following study aims at addressing this gap by restudying two
communities with substantial dalit populations located within the
National Capital Region. The names of these communities which
illustrate a rural and an urban segment of ‘Bharat’ (that lives with
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minimum infrastructure in villages and slums) are Aradhaknagar and
Dhantala. While the former is situated on the Grand Trunk Road at the
border between Delhi and Ghaziabad, Dhantala is located in the
Kharkhoda tehsil of Meerut district.4

Both these communities had been surveyed by me first for my
M.Phil dissertation in 1988-89 and were revisited for another
comprehensive survey in 2008-10 to chart the transitions in social and
political life of dalits over these critical decades during which many
changes impacted their lives including the partial liberalisation of the
Indian economy, the 73rd and the 74th constitutional amendments
empowering panchayats and urban local bodies with reservations for
women and dalit headmen, growth of literacy and education, deeper
penetration of the print and digital media including cell phones as also
the replacement of one party dominance in politics by several political
players including the Bahujan Samaj Party and various Ambedkarite
organizations, in North India. Building on surveys conducted at a gap of
two decades in the same locations, this book tracks changing living
standards, occupations, inter-caste relations and political perceptions of
the subjects using quantitative as well as qualitative data including 13
life sketches of dalits from different age, sex and income groups.

The specific reason for choosing Aradhaknagar for my original
study in 1988 was its representative character as a middle sized slum of
mainly dalit castes and, at a more personal level, its proximity to my
home in East Delhi at that time. My choice for a rural locale finally fell
on Dhantala at that stage, largely because of the links provided by
families that had migrated from this village to Aradhaknagar in the past.
Although the main focus of the study is on dalits, the economic indices
have been traced across castes in Dhantala and Aradhaknagar since both
represent extremely disadvantaged locations as far as infrastructure is
concerned and fall within the broader usage of the term in this sense.
Aradhaknagar, in fact, has 83 per cent dalit population while a major
section of the dominant Gurjar caste in Dhantala is also of poor farmers.

Key Concepts
Here it is pertinent to add that words used to refer to marginal

groups such as dalits, subalterns and the underprivileged etc can have
overlapping referents. But a precise analysis demands that the exact
meaning and boundaries of each may be defined at the outset. The
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following work has also used such categories in different contexts for
distinct collectives. For example, our principal concern was to describe
the changing plight of ‘dalits’ or the scheduled castes in Aradhaknagar
and Dhantala; yet, in view of our parallel concern with ‘Bharat’ useful
information needed to be conveyed about all residents too. In such
instances, the term used has varied accordingly. Thus broader references
to all residents of Dhantala and Aradhaknagar has invoked the term
slumdwellers or villagers and to the broader segment of oppressed and
poorer castes as ‘marginalised’ or ‘lower castes’ while references to the
laboring segments in both communities have been made through
‘workers’ or ‘the poor’ broadly. Since we have tried to compare social
and political trends across castes also, references to middle castes (often
called OBCs) and poor muslim artisans have also been made. However,
the term dalits is reserved here for scheduled castes alone of which two
major sub-castes reside in Dhantala as well as Aradhaknagar namely,
Jatavs and Valmikis.

Ironically, the term ‘dalit’ has itself been applied for diverse
referents in scholarly literature too. In some applications it has stood for
the ex-untouchables’ or the scheduled castes listed in the constitution as
traditionally excluded groups and, on other occasions, for SCs as well as
tribals or, still more broadly, to refer to SCs, STs and poorer and
numerically weaker muslims as well as the lower ‘backward castes’ as a
whole. In all these references, however, the term denotes an ethnic
rather than economic category; i.e. it refers to certain caste groups as a
whole and not to income groups or to individuals ranked by their
economic or political status. Thus, members of the upper castes,
however poor or oppressed they may be, need to be excluded from the
broader sense of the term too. On the other hand, rich dalit officers,
professionals and entrepreneurs have not been excluded from our usage
even though some scholars have stressed that the latter do not fit into the
notion of ‘dalit’ strictly or, conversely, that dalit is actually a political
category and suggests political resistance among the oppressed rather
than passivity which older referents like ‘Harijans’ or ‘achhoot’ implied.

The broader use of the term ‘dalit’ (as an equivalent of
‘marginalized/oppressed’ caste groups excluding poor upper castes)
happens to be close to its literal sense of the ‘oppressed’ in Hindi.
However, as mentioned before, our use of the term centres on its
constitutional counterpart the scheduled castes only. It is only for
benefits of comparison that we have collected and tabulated data on all
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castes residing in Aradhaknagar and Dhantala for certain indices and
also because the communities as a whole are instances—but not
samples — of ‘Bharat’ that suffers from acutely poor infrastructure in
general.

Apart from dalits, it is also relevant to explain the usage of two
other critical terms in our research program namely, political practices
and perception. By the former we mean various individual and group
strategies to resist or make use of broader power structures such as
electoral fronts, the state and its various organs, non government
organisations etc. as well as local power structures such as intra caste
hierarchies and patriarchy and organized collective action through
panchayats, trade unions, strikes, tactical voting etc.

By ‘political perceptions’ we mean more or less conscious beliefs
and attitudes towards larger power structures such as the state and its
policies and processes such as elections and different political fronts as
also towards fundamental political questions such as the implications of
democracy, competing loyalties towards caste, class, region and nation
and the scope of ‘politics’ itself as reflected in subjects’ practices
(e.g. responses to upper caste domination and discrimination today and
to administrative corruption etc) or, in the statements and choices made
by its members passing through various contingencies as reflected in life
history accounts and structured and unstructured interviews with them.

As mentioned in the preface, the main concern of this study was to
offer a close up on the changing caste order and political perceptions
among dalits in Aradhaknagar and Dhantala. However, political
processes and social structures can be complex even in small
communities. Hence, to foreground the interpretation of the more subtle
and fluid caste relations and political practices in the concerned groups,
this work analyses the economic milieu in the said communities first
using data from visits separated by two decades. The inability to
conduct extensive surveys on political perceptions and practices in 1988,
however, forces me to present only a synchronic view of this facet from
data gathered in 2008-10.

Chapters
Following the introduction to the aims and methods of the enquiry,

the book moves on to two chapters on the physical environment,
demography and occupational and economic change in Aradhaknagar
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and Dhantala respectively. The next chapter surveys the changing order
of castes and sub-castes in the studied locations and the fourth offers a
glimpse of identities apart from caste and class discernible in Dhantala
and Aradhaknagar such as religion, nation and region. The analysis of
etic structures like classes, gender and age-groups in Dhantala and
Aradhaknagar has been retained for another forthcoming volume on
same communities. The fifth chapter describes the multiple interfaces
between residents and various organs of the state also present caste wise
data on political perceptions in both communities including readings of
major problems, state’s programs and performance, expected solutions,
voting preferences and views on various political parties and leaders at
the state and provincial levels as reported by dalit respondents mainly.
These perceptions have been gauged on the basis of structured
questionnaires as well as unstructured interviews conducted in
Aradhaknagar and Dhantala between 2008-10. The appendix has 37
tables listing full data behind these assessments.

Along with statistical data on dalits’ political perceptions, the work
also presents 13 life sketches of dalit men and women from different age,
sex and class and occupational backgrounds in the studied locations.
Some references to these sketches (which shed extremely useful light on
ordinary dalits everyday lives and experiences) have been made in
chapters on caste, politics and the economic environments in Dhantala
and Aradhaknagar too. However, to offer an integral view of each
narration (recorded and shared with the permission of subjects), a
detailed section has been devoted to their full narratives in Chapter six.
The concluding chapter of the book reviews the major findings on
political and social position of dalits in Dhantala and Aradhaknagar and
also draws some policy and research implications from these.

Research Plan and Tools
In the light of our aim to chart the nature of political practices and

perceptions prominent among the chosen communities along with an
account of their material and social milieu, a multi-method enquiry
incorporating both qualitative and quantitative approaches was found
relevant for the project. Thus, the study began with a detailed and
comprehensive survey of the changed demographic, occupational, caste
and income profile of the two communities with the help of fresh
surveys in 2007 and highlighting changes since my first work in the
communities in 1988. Following this, I charted changes in caste and
gender relations with the help of a variety of research tools such as ‘non-
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participant’ observation and structured and unstructured interviews.5

This was followed by a dialogical construction of life history narratives
with willing subjects. The data gathered on political views and
awareness from diverse tools was then analysed to enrich the description
of political practices and perceptions in the field.

It may be added here that the construction of life sketches of elders
and focus group discussions with subjects helped in tracking living
conditions in the field back to early twentieth century too as four
nonagenarians of Dhantala could offer useful data on old wage rates,
prices, rents etc counter checked further in focus group discussion. In
Aradhaknagar, however, these discussions could take me back to 1960s
only when the slum started evolving close to the transport hub on the
Delhi UP border. A more precise coverage of social and political indices
can be claimed, however, from 1988-89 only, when I conducted the first
door to door surveys with the help of assistants in both locations and
also started recording direct observations during repeated visits to the
field.

Yet, a cautionary note regarding the survey data presented here is
pertinent. Firstly, our findings relate only to one particular village from
the fertile Doab region and a slum from India’s capital which do not
represent conditions in the poorest regions of the country. Secondly, it
needs to be acknowledged that the primary statistics on demography,
incomes, occupations etc was collected not personally by me but
through six trained assistants (named before) who helped me at different
times between 2008 and 2010. It is also admitted that there may not be
complete correspondence between what people chose to say in response
to our questions at a particular moment and conditions on the ground.
Occasionally, a respondent offered varying answers to the same query
on different occasions.

In the light of these limitations, complete precision or wide
generalization in our understanding of social trends can never be
claimed. Still a broad understanding of the chosen communities can be
definitely expected here as a number of precautions were taken to cross
check our information not only through multiple sources but also several
tools of research including census surveys, structured and unstructured
interviews, non-participant observation and life sketches too. Apart from
this, the method of combining group discussions with selected contacts
across occupations, age and gender yielded cross checked information
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on incomes, assets, occupations etc among subjects who showed a
remarkable degree of mutual knowledge emanating from close and
proximate living. Errors in data collection were further minimized by
me by maintaining and sharing field notes in the Hindi script, using
actual names wherever permitted by concerned subjects and sharing the
first version of this report with the community in its language.

The venture of combining quantitative data with qualitative
research methods in the following analysis is also defendable, in my
view, for the following reasons: (1) both these approaches have distinct
strengths which are complimentary rather than conflicting (2) survey
data is particularly relevant to the understanding of material conditions;
(3) even regarding views on political alternatives, loyalties etc, some
data is better than no idea at all for researchers as well as general readers;
(4) a number of safe guards were kept during our fieldwork to minimize
errors to every extent possible including counter checks on assistants
and sharing of findings with subjects in their language constantly.

Life Sketches
An innovative tool used in the present project on dalits’ changing

economic and political relations in Aradhaknagar and Dhantala is that of
life sketches. By ‘life sketches’ I mean brief yet comprehensive
accounts of several lives constructed from long unstructured
conversations with willing subjects from a variety of ‘locations’
(of gender, class, age and profession) in a community. Though selected,
ordered and contextualized by the researcher for a specific class of
readers, such sketches seek to represent subjects’ own account of their
life in their own words with required cross checks and clarifications.
The use of first person narration has thus been intermixed in these
sketches with my own third person account according to the demands of
presentation and narrative aesthetics.

Life histories have been increasingly recognized by social
scientists as a major tool for developing insights into the lived
experience of any community.6 In this study, while using ‘non-
participant’ observation and survey data on economic and political
conditions prevailing in two dalit communities simultaneously, I also
opted for charting the lives of nearly a dozen willing subjects with
varied socio economic profiles in place of dwelling on all available
information on the day to day experiences of just one or two at length .
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The aim of offering such a bunch of several but smaller life sketches as
distinct from a single and long one has been to acquaint the reader with
socially meaningful incidents from a number of lives so as to open
multiple windows on the political and economic milieu in the studied
communities including subjects’ political struggles and perceptions.

Some doubts have been raised against such a ‘nomothetic’ or
generalized use of life histories for elucidating the broader social
context of communities. Thus it has been suggested that individual life
histories or bunches of life sketches primarily reconstruct a past to serve
the subject’s present concern with self representation only. Memory is
essentially selective and any narrative of the self also turns soon into a
defense mechanism hardly serving as a transparent medium on life
around. Even the attempt to get at the real events of a life from its ‘life
story’ is nothing but a positivist fallacy.7

Such a minimal reading of life histories would also, I suppose,
afford a rich understanding of the subjective world of informants and
their attitudes, moral concerns and aspirations which may be a
significant addition to the understanding of any community in its own
right. Even false statements carry, after all, some psychological truths
about the subjects.8 Moreover, the inner world of feelings and suffering
and deception and affections, which have an extraordinary significance
in all lives, is best accessed first through subjects’ self narratives. After
all, each person has a range of experiences to narrate whose lessons are
interesting for all.

It is our hypotheses, however, that apart from the light that life
histories can throw on the ‘inner worlds’ of beliefs and fantasy, the
traces of the ‘lived life’ also may not be completely inaccessible beneath
the structure of the ‘told story’, if triangulated carefully with other
evidence in the field. The need may be, as with any other method, to
look for recurrences and contradictions and clues for comparisons and
corelations within and between life history accounts and other types of
data to enrich the understanding of the community. Indeed, such a
comparative view on a series of life sketches from a community may be
a powerful tool for understanding the politics of daily life and the
‘weapons of the weak’ in subjects’ own voice which is mostly missing
in official documents about dramatic events as well as participant
observation which relies primarily on the researcher’s dominating voice
and authorial control.9 For maximum reliability and to protect subjects’
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own interests and privacy, the appended life sketches were first made by
me in Hindi and shared with the subjects for their opinions, suggestions
and critiques.

Although such a dialogical and collaborative exercise in writing
forced me to drop some details from the final draft (as per the wishes of
concerned residents) yet, I would like to stress that most of my subjects
were actually extraordinarily generous and bold in allowing me to retain
a lot for readers from what they told so candidly to begin with and what
I gathered about them from other sources too. Secondly, a number of
compromising details connected with subjects’ lives which could not be
referred with names have been presented here as anonymous
recollections clubbed at the end of the named sketches. Thirdly, I have
attempted to drop all evident exaggerations and misrepresentations
discerned from a comparative review of interviews and field discussions
which were aided by considerable mutual knowledge and a heartening
frankness displayed by most of our subjects. Although it was neither
possible nor desirable to say the whole truth about each life in these
short sketches yet, my attempt has been to drop distortions arising out of
my own or from subjects’ prejudices or emotions. This does not imply
that feelings, views or claims do not have a place in our sketches; only
that my focus on emotions and attitudes has also been via ‘practice’ or a
faithful account of public occurrences reflecting subject’s conscious
decisions in various exigencies of life and less on unverifiable private
thoughts or recollections.

Against such dialogical and pragmatic construction of life histories
some have still alleged that the approach cannot escape the problem of
subjectivity or even conscious and unconscious distortion since final
editorial power rests with the researcher here too. Such criticism,
however, ignores the ‘constructed’ nature of all knowledge and some
crucial safeguards available to students of lives. Thus the field worker
while making his account multivocal and dialogical may not only invite
and incorporate the subjects’ views and comments on his field notes as
well as report but also on his research design and the kind of issues and
questions he should probe through his fieldwork. Regarding my own
biases, I would like to add that I have tried to be as reflexive as possible
and constantly sought evidence and interpretations which challenge my
assumptions and not those that just reconfirm them.
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At a time when dalits and other marginalized social groups are no
longer content to be submissive clients of established political parties
and are asserting their own identity and voting power, the need for
social scientists to rise above skepticism and go to the masses, live with
them and record their hopes, perceptions and stories in their own voices,
becomes more pressing.

1 The term ‘dalit’ has been applied here to refer to the notified ‘scheduled
castes’ who constitute about 16% of India’s present population and had been
denigraded for centuries as the ‘outcastes’ or ‘untouchables’ by the
Brahminical order. It is acknowledged that the term has had diverse
connotations and may be used to refer to a broader spectrum of SCs, STs
and minorities at times or only for politically mobilized segments among
these communities. (See pp.3-4 also). In all these usages, however, the term
remains a social rather than an economic category and even an extremely
poor Brahmin or Thakur can clearly not be seen as dalit here while a rich
scheduled caste official would be considered so. The principal dalit sub-
castes residing in our work field happen to be Valmikis and Jatavs.

2 Refer for instance: Jaffrelot, Christophe (2003); Pai, Sudha (2001); Yadav,
Yogendra (1993), and Omvedt, Gail (1994).

3 Thus a large proportion of dalit literature in India today centres on
exceptional dalit poets, writers, leaders or successful entrepreneurs etc
besides several works on stalwarts like Ambedkar and Kanshi Ram himself.
Among exceptional accounts focusing on ordianary dalits see: Lynch, Owen
(1969); Guru, Gopal (2008), pp 31; Shah Ghanshyam (1997) and Freeman,
James (1979) besides the classic: Valmiki, Om Praksah (1997).

4 Both Aradhaknagar and Dhantala had been originally studied for an M.Phil
dissertation submitted at the Department of History, Delhi University in
1990 under the guidance of Prof. Sumit Sarkar.

5 The term ‘non-participant’ observation has been used here to signal that
even though the ‘thick description’ of events and statements as well as life
sketches has been central to my methodology and interpretation, the
inability to live for more than a fortnight in Dhantala or Aradhaknagar at a
stretch (due to health problems) prevents me from claiming the use of
participant observation as per the demands of anthropology proper. It is my
hope, however, that the use of subjects’ own voices and group discussions
rather than one-sided interpretations preferred by anthropologists (specially
before the correctives pointed by analysts like Clifford and Marcus (1986)
for ‘writing culture’ afresh), have balanced the limitations of my
interpretations to a tolerable level.

6 For some celebrated life history accounts specially refer: Lewis, Oscar
(1961); Freeman, James (1979); Arnold, David and Stuart Blackbourn (2004)
etc.
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7 For instance refer: Watchel, Nathan (1987).
8 For a celebrated account of such a usage of the life history approach refer:

Crapanzano, Vincent (1980).
9 For a nomothetic approach to the study of life histories refer Wengraf, Tom

(2000); Bertaux D.(1981) besides Mills, C.Wright (1970)
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